
How to add textured backgrounds in PS 

 

 

1. Open photo and process like any other.

 

2. Open texture in PS, duplicate layer to photo and put on top, then resize/reposition. To 

more clearly see how the texture layer will affect the original photo, reduce opacity 

enough to get a good look. In this particular case, I extended the brighter area of the 

texture to the right, to center it over the subject.  

3. Add layer mask to texture layer. 

4. Lower opacity of texture layer so you can see the subject. Something around 30% is 

usually pretty good. Use a soft brush at 100% to mask the subject onto the texture 

layer. 

5. Increase opacity of texture layer back to 100%, then refine the mask: brush should be 

small and still soft but opacity decreased to around 50%. Switch back and forth 

between black (conceals) and white (reveals) until subject is properly blended with 

background.



 

 



6. After the mask has been completed, bring back some of the background from the 

original photo. Us a large soft brush at a low opacity. Foreground color should be 

black. You’re still working on the mask in the texture layer. Subtle is the word here.

 

7. Address any fixes that need to be done, like the blade of grass across the bird’s neck 

(which is way too dark and sharp). Any changes you make to the bird should be done 

on the background/original layer. It changes the mask immediately. I also fixed that 

odd-looking beak in the final version.    

8.   

9. Choose another texture and place it above the existing layers. Resize and position. 

You should have three now: background, first layer with mask, and the new texture. 



Change blending mode to overlay, soft light, or anything else that looks good. Note: 

this layer will overlay the original mask, so you will want to add a mask to this 

texture layer and remove coloration from the subject. You can use a brush with the 

opacity set anywhere from 0-100%, depending on how much color you want to retain 

from the second texture.  

10. Play with it. Remember hue and opacity of texture layers can be changed at any time. 

Just be sure the right layer or mask is highlighted before changing things.  Also, 

you can mask down to the other mask. In this photo, the second texture added some 

brown/tan tones, which I used to highlight the dirt the bird is standing on, but the 

upper left-hand corner was too dark. I masked down to the second layer, which was 

lighter in that corner, and when that still wasn’t enough, I switched to a large soft 

white brush and painted over it lightly on the texture itself, not the mask. 

 

11. For more information on layer masks in PS, check out this video. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h5yW5hHjQrE 

He says okay so much, it should be a drinking game, but he does show you how to 

use layer masks. ;) Google search on “layer masks in Photoshop” to find more.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h5yW5hHjQrE


The interesting thing is you can do what I did here in several different ways. I started 

out using a method employed by someone else in a different program, and then I 

thought, “I can do that easier in PS.” And it worked. The method that works best for 

you can only be discovered by experimenting.  


